Micro Art is Pocket Art
Art that fits in the hand
Artwork in your wallet
Artwork in your purse
Art in your pocket
How does one define art?
Size, color, form, language
Information (communications)
People carry many things with them/on them and
Communicate/move through space and interact with a variety of objects
Money, tickets, papers, credit cards, etc.
Most people would not think of carrying fine art with them
They tend to think of art as larger objects
Things hanging on walls, standing on pedestals
Existing in museum and galleries
(made by historical or professional-deemed artist)
They see commercial ‘art” reproduced in fine art magazines
And newspapers see visual art as movies, video etc.
One exception: Jewelry
People wear art and communication much about themselves
But what about a concealed art – in pocket or purse which is pulled out in conversation?
A fine art object. micro art
A conceptual art ritual…a sharing of personal aesthetics
Via art objects
An art dialog. Breaking new ground in the experience of art.
One-to-one dialog like a conversation in a museum
Looking at a Matisse painting with a friend, only this dialog take place in
Conventional settings, outside the prescribed place, gallery museum – context
Art dialogue can take place anywhere
Increasing cultural information, informally through show-tell conversation communication
There is also the humorous fun, interchange that can take place with pocket art/micro art
The art of interaction in a new fashion
Art for the space age
Or art for a lack of space
Portable aesthetics
For a new age of information exchange play of the future micro (fine) art
Get your magnifying glass ready
What could they possibly have in that pocket? In that handbag, etc?
“Micro Art” That’s What!
Let me see it…touch it…receive information
Aesthetics, philosophy, etc
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Joy-Humor
Buy-Trade-Sell-Share
Just Like You would pictures of the kids
Articles, addresses, phone numbers
Micro Art is Pocket Art
In relation to gallery, museum art, it’s time for a change
Breaking down the areas of art experience and life experiences
What’s the difference between looking at an eight-foot painting?
And an eight-inch painting?
Micro: Physical Experience (do not touch)
Looking at it in a solitary reality in relation to body height
Micro: Physical Hand-Held (touch)
Seeing it in a social communicative to interchange
IN the mind’s eye, physical scale is relative both become (ephemeral) after viewing
Is micro art more relevant or important than micro art?
Not necessarily.
Size and scale are relative.
Look at an 8x8 ft. painting at a distance of 20 ft.
Hold an 8” card at arm’s length
Compare the size of the 8” card to the 8’ painting
ZEN in MIND’S EYE
Think of how all those houses, roads, cars, rivers, lakes, fields and mountains look from an airplane
JET…..ING
Through the micro world
Think BIG, Looking through a Microscope…
MAN-WOMAN, EGO + SELF and the Universe.
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